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Best friends Ashleigh and Amanda both dealt with their own forms of heartbreaks. Ashleigh is madly

in love with the potential she once saw in her boyfriend, Dre. It's no secret that everyone doesn't live

up to their potential and he proves that true. Amanda was shown love in its purest form only for life

to shuffle the deck and deal her a losing hand. They say time heals all things but the lost of her first

love still haunts her years later. When life proves to be too much the duo decides to skip town for a

change of scenery.Twin brothers, Harlem and Houston have quickly made a name for themselves in

the streets of New York. Running the streets leave little time for love so running into Amanda and

Ashleigh was something neither men expected but was surely welcomed.An unplanned 7 day

vacation and a chance encounter changes the way these women think when it comes to men. Is

less than a week enough for Houston and Harlem to sweep these feisty women off of their feet? Will

Amanda finally try love for a second go round? Will Ashleigh finally accept the love that she

deserves?
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I'm glad he found out about his kids, not that way but still. Now Ashleigh pissed me off sometimes

she needs to get it together. Amanda I need a friend like her.. anxious about the outcome..

My girl does it again and again...SICK WITH THE PEN!!! This book is so LIT from cover to cover,

nothing but the truth. A MUST READ INDEED

I couldn't put this book down for nothing. I laughed cried hollered laughed some more. The roller

coaster ride of this book was awesome. Ashleigh and Amanda with Harlem and Houston was

straight fire. Can't wait to read part 2.

First time reader of Trenae and I must say to thoroughly enjoyed Ashleigh, Amanda, Harlem and

Houston. No matter what you can't help the one you love. I felt so sorry for Amanda because she

did find the one for her in Mannie but life sometimes take you down a different path. Ashleigh just

wants a family but holding in that secret is crazy!!! I loved Houston and Harlem and the fact they are

the same but different. They have each other's back with the inclusion of Kwame. Part 2 should be

bananas!!!

This was my first read by Trenae & i loved it. It made me laugh, mad, & there were some tear

jerking parts. I love me some Houston & Harlem, they're perfect for Ashleigh & Amanda. For some

reason I don't think Mannie is dead but we shall see. Bring on pt2!!!!

When I say this book was on point. I'm from NOLA and this right here was spool good. I stared 2nd

lining when Harlem stood up lol. I can't wait dFor part 2 because when I tell you this is about to he

soooo interesting. Awesome job Trenae

This was a straight page turner I absolutely love Harlem and Houston and I want Ashleigh and

Amanda to get their happily ever after and I never liked Dre from the beginning. I can't wait four part

two.

Now, hold up and read slowly to all you new and aspiring writers here is your blueprint. Great

Storyline, Great Characters, Drama, and Lots of Humor. You better work Trenae!! Harlem was Bae

but by the end Houston was Bae, loved Ashliegh and Amanda's frienship. Ready for more!! Give me

more!!!
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